
WHITE PAPER

The wild cat on the prowl!

BenaCoin
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Why Invest in BENA?
Meme + Real Utilities

A Peer-to-peer light
weight digital currency

Tokenomics
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Roadmap

Introduction

BENGAL 

1st Blockchain VPN service 

Move-To-Earn Cat Game

More Utilities for BENA



We are always on

the lookout for

like- minded

innovators to join

our growing

team of

blockchain

experts, design-

gurus and multi-

skilled

professionals.

Created by a

philanthropist

team of web3

developers and

experts across

many fields

including

blockchain,

technology,

education,

finance, and

marketing. We

are united by

our enthusiasm

for blockchain

technology and

believe in its

potentials for

creating

change

globally.

If you are

passionate about

technical and

social innovation,

then we want to

hear fro
m you!

Reach out to us at

Hello@benacoin.c

om

Team to be

disclosed at

phase 3 of

project after

major lis
tings

and

developments

within the

Bena

Ecosystem.

Work with us

Introduction

B E N A



They are an energetic
breed which needs
much exercise and play. 

And as the name states,
Bengal Token is the first
and only cat that moves
about restlessly and
stealthily delivering
utilities to the meme
community never seen
before. 

Bengals have a wild
appearance; their
golden shimmer comes
from their leopard cat
ancestry, and their
coats may show spots,
rosettes, arrowhead
markings, or marbling.

Building the 1st
blockchain VPN, A
Move2Earn Fitness Cat
Game & Peer-to-peer
digital currency Bena

Bena is a Community-
based Binance Smart
Chain token bringing
utilities to the meme
space

The breed name comes
from the leopard cat's
taxonomic name.

Inspired by Bengal cat. A
domesticated cat breed
created from hybrids of
domestic cats, especially
the spotted Egyptian
Mau, with the Asian
leopard cat (Prionailurus
bengalensis). 

BENGAL



With layers of data
encryption and scrambling
in a decentralized VPN 
network, BenaVPN protects 
you from data breaches and
cyberattacks.

Crypto is all about making
transactions anonymous and
secured. What if we took it another
step further with the first
blockchain Virtual private network
where you can do alot more
without any one tracking or
monitoring your activities? Giving
you the entire freedom you need in
a society where governments want
to take
full control of even your last breath.

Benacoin is building a high-Speed,
Secure & Anonymous VPN Service
that will be available worldwide
with no lagging time.

A VPN where holders of Bena token
will have free premium access
while at the same time earning
from the sales generated from the
VPN network Service as well.

Based on a decentralized 
structure, BenaVPN empowers
you to regain your internet 
privacy and stay invisible from 
all kinds of surveillance and 
censorship.

Secure 

1st Blockchain VPN service

Private



With VPN nodes spread across the world, BenaVPN's decentralized network
lasts forever and enables you to bypass firewalls and geo-restrictions.

BenaVPN is your ultimate internet privacy solution, ensuring you an 
anonymous online browsing experience. With BenaVPN's decentralized data
structure, you can surf, unblock, and stream any content anonymously
wherever you are.

Chrome
Firefox 
Edge

VPN
apps
Windows
Mac
Linux
iOS
Android
Router
All apps 

Browse privately 
Take back control 
Secure access 
Hide my IP 

Servers in 94 countries 
Best-in-class encryption
VPN Speed Test
TrustedServer technology 
Network Lock kill switch
Private DNS on every server 
Split tunneling
No activity or connection logs

Products

 Features 

Browser extensions

BenaVPN will let you benefit in different ways; 

Unstoppable 



BenaVPN cannot access, track, or 
store your online activities due to the
nature of decentralization

We built BenaVPN on a
decentralized network so single
points of attack or failure pose no
risk at all.

BenaVPN's decentralized community
is powered by individuals like you. All
data is generated and distributed 
amongst users.

Stay hidden and protected even when 
connected to public Wi-Fi. Browse 
anonymously and leave absolutely no 
trace.

Building around a cat has it's benefits. Bena is also developing a move2earn
fitness cat game which will benefit all Bena holders as they move about their
daily activities depending on the amount of calories they burn or kilometers
they walk in a day.

Rewards will be given in Benacoin to motivate and help everyone stay fit and
healthy. 

The game will be inspired by a fitness sensation of a cat where you can keep fit
and healthy all day tirelessly like the Bengal Cat.

No Logging of Any Kind 

Flexibility and Resilience 

Digital Privacy Safeguard 

Peer-to-Peer Mesh Network

Move-To-Earn Cat Game



Utilities to follow after successful 
launch of VPN and M2E games are 
listed below and will be achieved 
before we move create the 
BenaToken and MemeDAO that will 
carry the project into the future. 

Bena dApp Wallet, Meme
Launchpad, Yield farm & Staking and
Web 3.0 Oracle for VRF, Metaverse & 
a lot more.

Bena is launching a developer program that will put together a team of 
young block chain developers around the world to develop a peer to peer 
proof-of-stake light weight digital currency that will allow anyone staking an 
adequate number of BENA to participate in the operation of the network as 
we move ahead to introduce the first truly functional MemeDAO that will be 
as transparent and decentralized as web3.0 was intended to be.

More Utilities for BENA 

A Peer-to-peer light weight 
digital currency



1% to the
liquidity
pool

1% to the
liquidity
pool

1% Reflection
to holders  

1% Reflection to
holders  

2% Marketing
wallet  

1% Marketing
wallet  3% BUY TAX

DISTRIBUTI
ON 

BSC: 0xe01d2f657cb622c5b9ead779b44fed2f62fa3852 

Total Supply 1,000,000,000,000,000

Circulating Supply 870,000,000,000,000 (87%)

Locked Tokens for future utilities & listings 130,000,000,000,000 (13%)

BUY TAX: 3% SELL TAX: 4%

Contract Address

4% SELL TAX
DISTRIBUTI
ON 

Tokenomics



1. Reflection in BenaCoin

-  1% of every buy/sell is taken and redistributed to all Bengal Token holders in

BenaCoin. Hold & earn while we build for you. 

2. Liquidity Pool

-  1% of every transaction is transformed into liquidity for Pancakeswap. It’s

automatic to helps create a price floor (stability). 

3.  Marketing & Development

-   2% of every buy and sell goes to the marketing wallet which we use to build

utilities for Bena & take you to places you’ve never been before.

Overall Distribution

Marketing & Development  

Utilities  

Stabilit
y  

Reflection  

Liquidity Pool  

Hold & earn  

Tokenomics



Coinmarket Cap Listing
Coingecko Listing
Marketing
Open Utility Books
Bena VPN Development

Aggressive Marketing
Campaigns
dApps Deployment
Meme Launchpad
10000 telegram members
BenaCoin Launch 
Yield Farm & Staking
Tier 1 Listing Exchange
 ( Binance / Kucoin / Huobi )

Contract creation

Website & Socials

Contract Audited

Exchange Listing 1K

Holders

250K MarketCap

Marketing Push
P2E Game Launch
Reach 20,000 holders 
Gate.io Listings
More Utility Developments

Roadmap 

PHASE

PHASE

PHASE

PHASE

04

02

03

01



At our time of launch, Meme coins have slowly 
rugged many holders be it newbies or pros in the
crypto industry making it an unsafe heaven.

We truly believe in the advantages of blockchain
. A seamingless web3 where any one in the world 
can invest their ideas or finance into a common 
goal and experience exponential growth in both 
finance and brand recognition thereby pushing 
the world a step further towards technological 
advancement and web3 as a whole. 

Bena will set that benchmark straight forward

The buy & sell tax is just 3% & 4% respectively as 
proof you don't need 10% to market a product at 
global level.

The project will be fully governed by the 
community via polls and holdings for the start 
before the launch of the Bena Meme Dao.

Contract is safe and secure scoring 100/100 on 
tokensniffer blockchain safety website.

Audits will be done accordingly as the project 
grows.

We do not promise products that are not there. 
Community will be updated at every step of 
development. 

Clean Contract, Transparency & Community Driven = Genuine Product with

Great Rewards to Holders!

Why Invest in BENA?
Meme + Real Utilities



Be part of us & let's build a new product the blockchain

community has never experienced before.

https://t.me/BenaCoin 

https://twitter.com/BenaCoin 

https://www.tiktok.com/@benacoin 

https://www.reddit.com/r/BenaCoin/

https://www.instagram.com/benacoin/

For general inquiries: Hello@benacoin.com 

Marketing Proposals: Marketing@benacoin.com 

Request partnerships: Community@benacoin.com 

 Want to know more? : Questions@benacoin.com

Our google mail: Bengaltk@gmail.com

https://benacoin.com/

Bengal is committed to protecting and respecting your privacy, we’ll only use your
personal information to administer your account and to provide the products and
services you requested from us.

https://t.me/BenaCoin
https://twitter.com/BenaCoin
https://www.tiktok.com/@benacoin
https://www.tiktok.com/@benacoin

